
TERROIRS	   The grapes hail from a 10-hectare hillside vineyard (24.71 acres) in 
Loupiac--just across the river from Sauternes. The humidity 
fluctuations make this microclimate favorable for the growth of  
botrytis, the noble rot that attacks the skins of  the grapes and 
concentrates the sugars--an essential ingredient to making quality 
vins liquoreux. The soils consist of  well-drained limestone, clay and 
gravel. The gravelly section of  the vineyard is situated at the top of  
the slope and face both west and south. The limestone sections of  
the vineyard are also at the top of  the hill and face east.  

FARMING	   Sustainable farming (Level III certified in 2015 by the European 
Union). The Darriets plow to control weeds, and eschew the use of  
synthetic herbicides or fertilizers. The vineyard team waits until the 
last minute to harvest, so that the added sugars and polyphenols 
impart more fruit and complexity. The team harvests by hand, up to 
five times over six weeks, seeking a minimum of  70% botritized 
berries. 

GRAPE	  VARIETALS	   80% Sémillon, 20% Sauvignon Blanc  

VINE	  AGE	   Planted between 1915 and 1935 

AVERAGE	  YIELD	   18 hectoliters per hectare 

WINEMAKING	   The grapes are sorted and gently pressed. The juice is then racked 
into temperature-controlled, stainless steel tanks to begin a natural 
fermentation on native yeasts, after which it ages for 18 months in 
10% new, French oak barrels, lightly filtered and bottled. The 
finished wine attain a residual sugar of  120.3 grams per liter, free of  
chaptalization.  

TASTING	  NOTES	   This rich and complex beauty explodes with ripe cornucopian fruit--
citrus, apricots and pear, just to name a few. Gently framed with 
subtle hints of  wet stone and oak, the wine shines with a harmony 
and finesse that have consistently made this cuvee a world-class wine 
for generations. 

ANNUAL	  PRODUCTION	   ~ 7,500 bottles or 625 cases 

CHÂTEAU DAUPHINÉ-RONDILLON	


CUVÉE D’OR, LOUPIAC, BORDEAUX	



